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Perth Observatory established its own
radio time service in the 1920s, and was
commended in the late 1940s by both the
Australian and US armed forces for this
contribution to the war effort.

The Observatory also provided early
meteoro logica l  serv ices.  Weather
readings were te legraphed f rom
recording stations alloverthe State. From
this information, the Government
Astronomer made a daily forecast for
Perth, the Goldfields, and the remainder
of WA. This service was taken over by the
Commonwealth Government in 1908, in
recognition of the national scope of
weather systems. In recent years, the
Observatory has again provided weather
readings, from its site at Bickley.

TURN OF THE CENTURY
TECHNOLOGY

The grand old instrument used for
the Observatory's early latitude, longitude
and time work, was a transit-circle or
meridian telescope. It was built by
Troughtonand Simms ofLondon in 1897,
but did not become fully operational at
the Perth Observatory until 1901.

The meridian telescopewas one ofthe
bestofits kind in theworld, and specifically
designed to measure star positions. Its
telescope sectionwas mountedso itcould
only rotate in a north-south vertical plane
(meridian). Timing information was
obtained as stars were observed passing
through this meridian.

In the fi rst decade of this century, the
output from this telescope represented
Australia's most significant contribution
to astronomy-even though there were
long-established observatories in Sydney,
MelbourneandAdelaide. 0bservations it
made were used to define Western
Australia's 'standard time'from 1901 to
1940. During the Great Depression and
Second World War, however, activities
were scaled down.

To markthe 0bservatory's centenary,
this historical instrument has been
met icu lously  restored by Per th
Observatory stafl Ifsufficient funds can

lTop right: The Old Perth Observatory at
I Mt Eliza lool(5 much the same today as
I it did in the time of William E Cooke.
Photo - Dennis Sarsonfl-ochman Transparencies

I Rrltr Clear skies above the Lowell
I Telescope tower bode well for
I stargazing once darkness descends.

be raised by the National TrustofWA, the
telescope will be permanently housed at
its headquarters (the Old Observatory),
as a gift to the people ofWesternAustralra.

GLOBAL CONTRIBUTION
As well as its practical services, Sir

John Forrest hoped the Observatory
would provide cultural and scientific
benefits. To this end, another major
acquisition was made-an astrographic
te lescope f rom Engl ish te lescope
manufacturer, Sir Howard Grubb.

This telescope was one of several
purpose-built to photograph the sky in
the first global research project ever
undertaken-the Carte du Ceil (Nlap of
the Sky). This project. initiated in Paris
in 1887, aimed to use the developing
technology ofphotography to map all the
stars in the sky down to 1lth magnitude
(100 times fainter than the eye can see).

Perth Observatory was one of 18
observatories involved, others included
Berlin, Cambridge, Creenwich, Melboume,
Oxford, Paris, Rome and Sydney.

Observations for this project were
made between 1901 and 1912, but the
last  publ icat ions cata loguing the
positions ofthe tens ofthousands ofstars
did not appear until the 1950s, after
substantial assistance from the Royal
Observatory at  Edinburgh.  Per th
Observatory. supported by a population
of under 100 000 taxpayers, made a
substantial contribu tion to Lhe Carte du
Ceil project. A detailed account of ts
participation is available in Astronomy
in Westem Australia (vols t, 2 &3)written
by Observatory historian Muriel Utting.

The astrographic telescope is still in
operation today. Its usefulness is limited,
however, because it requires manual
guidanceand usesfilm to recordimages-
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I R4lL'James Biggs and some of his
I staff surround the recently restored
I Transit Circle (Meridianl TelescoDe.
Next to rames is Carmel Borg,Arie
Verveey, Peter Birch. John Pearse and
Andrew Williams.

A PEOPLE'S OBSERVATORY
More than 2 000 people tour the

Perth Observatory by night each year,
with a further 4 000 visiting during
daylight hours. Visitors come to wander
around th€ museum and display area,
view the telescopes, see slide shows, but
perhaps most of all, to witness the
wonders of the universe.

The Perth Observatoryoffers aunique
chance to view astronomical objects
through well-maintained, high-quality
instruments, ina relativelydarklocation,
with professional astronomers as guides.
Because ofthis, and the unpredictability
of the weather, waiting lists, especially
for night tours, can be long.

A visitors' observing facility has been
set up, with six telescopes available for
the use of guests. The largest of these
telescopes is 14" (35 cm) indiameter, and
housed in its own dome. Another is 11"
(27cm)and located in aspecial building
with sliding roofto facilitate starvie\ iing.
It is anticipated that the 12%" (32 cm)
Calver telescope will soon be overhauled
and added to the visitor attractions. The
Calverwas originally ordered in 1910, to
satisl, public demand to view Comet
Halley. Unfortunately it did not arrive
until 191l-too late for the comet-but
nevertheless popular with the public.

Three smaller telescopes are also
available, and are used duringAstronomy
Field Nights when Perth 0bservatory staff
take their knowledge and their scopes
'on the road' to school and community
groups throughout Western Australia.
The Observatory is looking to expand and
improve these'astro-tourism' activities.

The 0bservatory 's  educat ional
programs are designed not only to
increase knowledge ofastronomy, but to
foster understanding of the fundamentals
of  nature- the physica l  and
mathematical sciences. Activities range
from general  ta lhs at  school  and
communi ty  hal ls ,  to  lectures
univers i t ies and superv is ion
postgraduate students.

s t ream o f  enqu i r ies  f rom cur ious
stargazers. To help head off some of the
more general questions, it produces a yearly
astronomical handbook, information
kits, and a recorded information service.
Still, after an unusual or unexpected
astronomical event, the telephone canbe
expected to ring off the hook.

Perth Observatory staff are also called
on to provide information on natural
l ighting conditions-sunrise, sunset,
moonrise and moonset times-aswgll as
moon phase tables. The Observatory can
prepare this information for any date and
any location on Earth. One unusual
request came from a Swedish engineering
company thatwanted to know sun angles
for an entire year, so that it could build
sun shades for ticket machines in the
Hong Kong transportation system.

LOOKING AHEAD
The future looks bright for the Perth

Observatory. On 26 January 1996, it
officially became part ofthe Department
of Conservation and Land Management.
Within CALM's Science and Information
Division, the Observatory will benefit
froman infrastructure that is supportive
of science and research; but at the same
time respects and acknowledges the
unique nature of Australia's sole surviving
state-funded observatory.

One advantage ofthe move to CALM

is the computer network support that
willbecome available to the Observatory,
and help itattain world's best practice rn
astronomical research and education. It
will provide easy communication and
open many educational avenues on the
burgeoning internet. Networking of the
Observatory's computers will also allow
remote control of the telescopes, releasing
staff from routine observational work to
carry out more creative and demanding
scientific pursuits.

After 100years, the Perth Observatory
is stilldeeply involved in activities that are
of practical benefit to the community, as
well as scientific research that gives us a
better understanding of the cosmos, and
ourplacewithin it. Centenary celebrations
merely serue as a reminder of these
contributions. And when the smoke fi nally
clears, the Observatory will continue to
serve WA well into the next century.

o f

The Observatory receives an endless
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The Cape Ronge, in north-west WA, is
known for its harsh enuironment . But if
you look a little closer Uou'll discouer
the oast 'Range of Flouers' that liue
there. See page 28.
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JAMES BIGGS
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ANDREW RADOMTUAC & r\4ANDy CLEWS.............................. 23

A RANGE OF FLOWERS
GREG KEIGHERY & NEILGIESON

fhe Perth Obseruotorg celebrates its
centenar! this Uear, and during its 100
years' life it has plaged some major
roles in the world of astronomy, Find
out more on page 10.

John Forrest Notional Park has long
been a popular picnicking spot for
Perth residmts, but this place of beautg
has much more to offer. See page 16.

In 1961, the nobg scrub-bird was
rediscoueled at Tuo Peoples Bay. In
1994, the Gilbert's potoroo tumed up
unexpectedlU. Find out more about this
haaen for the lost and found on page 35,
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A HAVEN FOR THE LOST AND FOUND
ALAN DANKS
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CARIS BAILEY
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ANNE COCHRAN, ANNE KELLY E DAVID COATES ,,,,,,...........49

IN PERSPECTIVE

BUSH TELEGRAPH

ENDANGERED MARSUptAL-t\,101Es ................................ 34

URBAN ANTICS

Ifall goes to plan, the Ord Riuer area,
will soon be knoum as a prime farming 

,area for rare tropical timbers, Find out
why on page 23.
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Fox-baiting hos been shown to be a
major tool in rebuilding populatioru of
natiue animals. Nou, scientists are
embarking on o Slalewide ferol onimal
control program to help bring back
natiue species, such os the westem
swamp tortoise, from the brink of

The storg is on page 41. -
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